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IFRS and the need for non-financial information

Tristan Boyer!, Elena Chane-Alune†

Since January 1st 2005, the introduction of the IAS/IFRS1 standards has
lead to understandable stirs in the community of financial analysts, who are
rightfully questioned by the necessity of a correct apprehension of the annual
accounts established according to a referential whose interpretation stays com-
plex. More basically, the issue here is about the soundness of an application of
the IAS/IFRS standards – of Anglo-Saxon origin – to countries belonging to the
continental Europe accounting trend. Indeed, the di!usion of these standards
is not one of the history hazards. Accounting always refers to a socio-economic
“ecology” (Colmant & Hubner, 2005). The reason why the application of ac-
counting standards reflects the power exerted by a dominant figure is because
the actionnarial model has imposed itself in our economies. Consequently, the
introduction of the international IAS/IFRS standards comes together with the
use of a new accounting evaluation system focused on shareholder’s provision
of information. However, the IASB2 published in October 2005 a discussion
document about the quality of the management reports going with the financial
states. This document aimed to delimitate the role that the IASB could play
in the standardization and improvement of the management report. This ini-
tiative is linked with a demand for qualitative information to go with financial
information. The discussion document thus reviews the legal duties linked with
the management report at a national level, so that better practices could be
adopted in this field.

Firstly, we aim at giving a general view of the context in which appears
the latest accounting evolutions, linked with the actual financialization of the
financial market. Isn’t there a risk that the new IFRS standards and their
concern about transparency and comparability impoverish the information by
giving to accounting, with the application of the right value, the function of
capital fundamental evaluation? Secondly, we show the importance of non-
financial information able to supplement the provision of information, which is
useful for the economic players in order to take decisions, and described on the
reworking of the financial information by the players led to use it.

!CREFI – Luxembourg School of Finance (Université du Luxembourg)
†HEC-ULg
1IAS: International Accounting Standards; IFRS: International Financial Reporting Stan-

dards.
2IASB: International Accounting Standards Board.
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1 IFRS and financialization

1.1 The microeconomic consequences of the financializa-
tion: introduction of the account standards IAS/IFRS

The financialization is nowadays very well known. However, we have very few
elements about it, apart from the obvious changes, such as the noticeable in-
crease of the dividend level, the development of the remuneration’s outlines
linked to the market rate, and the assertion of the shareholder’s power (Be!a
et al. , 1999).

Aglietta (1997) and Boyer (2000), but also, in a slightly di!erent angle, Or-
léan (1999), have focused on the transformations in the financial markets since
the 80’s, as a driver in the change of accumulation system. In this way, the fi-
nancialization is a macroeconomic mechanism marked by a change in the power
relationships between the various economic agents. Indeed, the liberalization
and globalization of the financial markets, beginning in the 80’s have gone with
assertion of the power and the principles of creation of share value, through the
actions of a particular type of players: the Anglo-Saxon institutional investors.
The appearance of the latter type has been made by more and more important
takeover in the capitalization. They detained more than 40 % of the capital-
ization of the American firms and close to 70 % of the capitalization in Great
Britain in 1998 (Hampel, 1998). In the same way, about 40 % of the social cap-
ital of the great companies composing the CAC 40 is today detained by foreign
investors. This proportion is in constant progression: 12 % in 1986, 23 % in
1993 and 36 % in 1998 (Bourdin, 2003).

The institutionalization of the transferable securities market means that the
securities of the public companies are now mainly concentrated in the hands
of financial institutions who have an expertise and an economic scope greater
than most of the individual investors (Hill & Jones, 1992; Monks, 2001). This
concentration and changes in the composition of the listed societies’ sharehold-
ing have a significant influence on the corporate governance of these societies
(Solomon, 2007). Rather than following the Wall Street Rule, that is selling
their actions when they don’t agree with the business management, the institu-
tional investors will have a more and more interventionist attitude in order to
protect their interests and improve the companies’ return. They thus abandon
the passive attitude they traditionally had, and have a growing influence on
the corporations’ governance by modifying the dynamic of the internal relation-
ships, as well as proposing changes to the structures of the corporate governance,
through the elaboration of governance codes (Blair, 1995; Montgomery, 1996).

However, this new activism of institutional investors can be put back in
perspective, depending on the di!erent perceptions of the investors towards the
mandate they’ve been given. The investors can thus choose to be more or less
active.

The reports of the first appearance of activism in the U.S.A. outline the
presence of activist initiatives during annual general assemblies, particularly
through questions submitted in person or by propositions spread in the infor-
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mation circulars (Solomon, 2007).
During the intense period of takeovers in the 80’s, when the companies re-

sorted to an array of defensive measures, the institutional investors became
aware of the necessity to protect their interests. They thus have opposed to
the measures that permitted to the leaders to protect their job inside the aimed
companies, especially towards subscription rights systems (poison pills), freez-
ing agreements, spread out mandates inside the board meetings, and creation
of subordinate actions and privileged actions involving discretionary rights (Mi-
now & Monks, 2001). Institutional investors have also intervene to prevent
any opportunist behaviour from the leaders, for example when transactions be-
tween linked people are made to the detriment of the minority shareholder’s
interests, or in the case of excessive remuneration system made for the leaders
(Montgomery, 1992, Bushman & Smith, 2001).

Traditionally seen as passive shareholders, institutional investors have thus
gradually become important figures in the corporative context, because of their
e!orts in order to maximise the return of the shareholders’ holding (Hendry
et al. , 2007) or to promote collateral aims of economic, politic and social type
like ethic funds management.

The explanation given by these investors to justify their relative passivity
was to define their mandate in the opposite way to the normal leader function
or to a long-term shareholder who has to show some loyalty towards the com-
panies he supports. Co!ee sums up as follows the attitude of many institutions:
“Structurally, historically and culturally, institutional investors are not natural
monitors of management; rather, they are natural traders, inclined to rely more
on exit than voice.”(Co!ee, 1994).

The implication of institutional investors depends of the percentage of shares
they have in a company. For example, when an institution detains more than
5, 10 or 15 % of a company’s capital, the relationships between then will of
course be tighter, resulting in particular to regular talks with the company.
While admitting the larger implication of institutional investors at the time of
significant investments, Crête & Rousseau (1997) pinpoint that they still don’t
become “associates”: that their role is to keep an eye on the management, as
would do a principal towards his representative.

Within the context of their management mandate and underlying bonds,
the institutional investors sometimes have to exercise some rights linked with
the property of shares. The shareholding implies a controlling role and in that
context, exercising their right to vote is one of the main ways for institutions to
protect their interests, by taking part to the election or destitution of the direc-
tors, or approving the important structural changes at the time of shareholders’
meetings.

The concern of institutional investors about exercising their right to vote can
also be seen with a changing intensity and from various angles. Some of them
have adopted an internal policy concerning this side of the management mandate
(instructions for internal vote), while others will rather use policies or recom-
mendations from certain intermediate organizations (proxy voting, Thompson
& Davis, 1997). For this reason, it is still di"cult to know the intensity of
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the control exerted by institutional investors towards the companies. Stapeldon
(1995) puts in focus the fact that the very strict nature of vote instructions
can sometimes be considered as window dressing. It is then possible to think
that some investors could maintain a limited surveillance on these companies,
as regards the important investments they have made in these.

The activism of institutional investors can also be influenced by the costs
of control. A survey by Montgomery (1992) shows that the main reasons of a
passive behaviour from institutional investors could be the e!orts (in costs and
time) needed by the gathering, processing and analysis of the information.

Aware of the costs implied by the di!erent types of activism within the com-
panies they have invested in, the portfolio managers will intervene only if they
are convinced about the success and renting of their action, that will reflect in
the value or the price of their shares. They will thus focus on the situations
where the rights and interests of the shareholders are directly touched (Mallin,
1996). They will also intervene in a reactive and “ad hoc” rather than proactive
and continuous way (Crête & Rousseau, 1997). This pragmatic attitude limits
the institutional investors’ interventions. The remuneration they get generally
covers only the expenses needed for the minimal bonds linked with the exer-
cise of their right to vote. Beyond this task, it becomes more di"cult for the
managers to spend some more energy, especially when they are not sure of the
profitability of their shares. We remind here the words of an American institu-
tional investor, interviewed by O’Barr et al. (1992): “external money managers
rarely propose to do anything out of the ordinary. Their perception is that
attention to corporate governance is unrelated to their incomes”.

Seeing the various appearances of activism through literature, we can no-
tice that the behaviour of institutional investors is characterized by a pragmatic
approach, which takes into account the profits and costs resulting of the inter-
vention. This approach brings them to intervene mainly when they are ensured
of net gains or avoided losses, as situations of abuse or iniquity and in cases of
strategic decisions or important structural changes that could a!ect their port-
folio. The institutional investors generally appears as peaceful shareholders who
keep an eye open and appear at the right moment, mainly favouring the inter-
ventions which can have short and middle-term benefits. For companies, these
institutions are important financing sources; they can’t ignore them. Facing
this latent power, the companies will rather proceed in a preventive way, doing
informal consultings with the main investors, in order to ensure their support
and preserve financing sources for the future.

Even though the activism of institutional investors is considered as one of
the main reasons for the financialization’s pressure on the companies, we can
see here that the intervention of the fund managers does not necessarily implies
a concrete implying in the day to day management. Only market return objec-
tives expected by fund managers can constitute a demand for company leaders
who will set themselves rending rates which will influence the hole management.
While pension funds could be considered as an exogenous power for the com-
pany, the adhesion of leaders to the internalization of the pension funds’ threat
and the principles of values creation for the shareholders lead to a change in
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power relationships from which the shareholders can profit, and establish the
financialization by the adhesion of new rules from all parts. This legitimacy
helps to make a central evaluation authority with finance.

1.2 Why are IFRS standards a way to financialization?
In July 2002, the European Parliament and the EU Ministers Council approved
the plan for the adoption from 2005 of the IASB standards concerning consol-
idated accounts. This decision shows a fundamental change in the companies’
life because it takes into account the consequences of globalization by increas-
ing the protection of shareholders’ interests and according the priority to the
fair-value principle.

History of accounting shows that it always has been intimately linked to the
main economic and social changes, and that every accounting system is bound to
change with the waits and needs of the players, their conflicts or agreements. An
accounting system is thus the result of constructions, of evaluation choices that
can lead to di!erent figures. This depends on principles, standards, conventions,
rules capable of infinite combinations and which can be modified to players and
politics’ liking, or with the needs os economic evolutions (Amblard, 2002).

The accounting conventions and principles, which used to change according
to the countries and ages, have been turned upside down by the development by
the IASC3 of the international accounting standardization. The IASC aims to
develop a unique set of high quality accounting standards, understandable and
applicable concretely, requiring a clear information, comparable in the di!erent
financial states, in order to help the players in taking economic decisions.

The transparency organized by the IASB standards is mainly aimed at the
financial investors. The IASB never hid the fact that his conceptual frame-
work was to favour shareholders, because they have “a reasonable knowledge
of economic activities and accounting and the will of study information in a
fairly diligent way”. (IASC, 1989). The needs of other users categories are not
put aside, but they’re supposed to be reached if these users are satisfied. As a
consequence, we may say that a gap exists between the traditional perspective
of accounting standards and the explicit “philosophy” of the IFRS standards:
the latter is closely subordinated to the investors’ interest who are directly con-
cerned with a day to day valuation of financial assets.

Through this development of an international accounting standard, we can
see the trend toward the adoption of the stockholders’ perspective that charac-
terises both IFRS standards and the financialization phenomenon.

The IASC was created in 1973 through a process of federation from di!erent
countries professional associations of accountants. Until the mid 80’s, the IASC
developed itself apart from the European government institution that worked
on accounting standards harmonisation. Nor the 1978 fourth European Union
directive upon annual accounts, neither the 1985 seventh EU directive upon
consolidated accounts referred in anyway to the IASC works.

3IASC: International Accounting Standards Committee.
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The development of the IASC relied on the new membership of large pro-
fessional organisation, mainly from developing countries with an Anglo-Saxon
approach of accounting4 (which obviously had an influence on the kind of ap-
proach the IASC developed). During this first part of the IASC life, the IAS
norms could be amended by numerous options, allowing any accountant to re-
trieve its own country accounting philosophy and still using IAS norms. In other
countries, the IASC had practically no influence, except in very specific cases
(of consolidation, or concerning specific financial measures for example), where
local legislation did not provide enough guidelines.

Since the beginning of the 80’s, the IASC tried to hook to a supra national
institution. It finally succeeded when the IOSCO5 chose the IAS norms as the
framework for financial reports: since that decision, companies wanting to raise
funds on these financial markets had to comply with the IAS rules. In 1989,
the IASC decided that the comparability between financial statements had to
be improved and considered as a priority ("benchmark treatment"). This same
year, the IASC adopted the same conceptual framework chosen by the FASB6:
the primary objective of accounting was explicitly described as giving accu-
rate information to the investors because of the specific needs centered on the
“shareholder value” they have. The underlying justification of this position is
that the shareholders (considered as the residual claimants of the company)
by maximising their return on equity, are also optimising the situation of the
other stakeholders. Moreover, the market’s existence guarantees the possibility
of varying contract forms. These theoretical contractual basis considers all con-
tractors to be on a position of equality, and neglects the fact that the capacity
of a co-contractor to operate without the exchange gives it superior negotiating
power.

Another turning point gave birth to a true normalizing approach. It took
place in 1995, when the IASC promised to establish before 2000 a complete body
of accounting norms, in exchange for an o"cial acknowledgement of its work
by the OICV. The IASC then developed ad-hoc structures (consultative nor-
malization committees, interpretation committees, formalized procedure for the
creation of accounting norms...), before adopting in April 2001 the same struc-
ture as the FASB, changing its name to become the IASB. Instead of a council
of spokespersons representing their countries and national accounting bodies, it
adopted a body of 14 full-time “professionals”, “chosen for their expertise”, and
named by 19 trustees attached to a foundation (IASC). The international ac-
counting standards (IAS) became the standards for financial reporting (IFRS).
Following a normative approach founded on principles, as in the American ac-
counting standards, 41 IFRS standards were adopted.

IFRS allowed the EU to establish the unification of accounting principles
4Most of them were (former) Commonwealth countries eg. India and New Zealand in 1974,

South Africa in 1979. . .
5International Organisation of Securities Commissions. This organisation groups the most

important securities regulators in the world and consequently is able to set world standards
for companies intending to raise funds.

6FASB: Financial Accounting Standards Board.
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– the European reflection on accounting having stopped with the 4th and 7th
directives, stating that listed companies will have to publish their consolidated
accounts using the IASB referential from Jan 1st, 2005. The European Commis-
sion imposed IASB as a normalizer, despite controversies about IFRS standards
32 and 397 (relative to financial instruments).

The IASB so went from encouraging international accounting harmonisation
(looking for equivalences between di!ering practices) to pushing for normaliza-
tion, which supposes uniformity in rules. This accounting normalization is con-
sistent with the idea of comparability of financial statements. It must be noted,
however, that some options that were maintained (and could be seen as con-
cessions) raise some questions about whether this objective has been attained.
This is, among others, the case for the fair-value option. The IFRS referential
is made of standards, themselves set on general principles and on objectives as-
signed to the financial information contained in the conceptual frame. As IFRS
standards leave considerable room for interpretation, they gives the interpreter
a central role in the system’s workings. Auditors and listeners must analyse,
stand back, and ensure that the envisioned accounting treatment is coherent
with the underlying principles. The professional’s eye is central in the stan-
dards’ application. It could be said that interpretation is just as authoritative
as the norm itself. This “principle approach” is also less comfortable for auditors,
less protected in this context than in the rule-based American referential. The
growing use of IFRS standards will lead to numerous interpretation conflicts,
and there is currently no interpretative authority outside of the IASB.

The IASC/IASB project, progressively built through the steps we previously
covered, has brought answers to the needs for accounting harmonisation of:

• Great groups: in the context of globalization, the multiplication of ac-
counting standards for their separate branches generated numerous risks,
as well as additional accounting and organizing costs,

• Financial markets, because of their inter-connexion and their drive for
harmonisation in the listed companies’ presentation standards,

• Audit firms : global normalization lowers risk and allows a rationalization
of auditing practices, reinforcing their roles as advisers.

Finally, the highly political process of acceptance of these norms allowed for
an answer to the demands of financial globalization. As the generalization of
American US GAAP accounting standards, seen as too close from the American
financial power, was politically di"cult, IASB appeared as an “independent” and
“acceptable” alternative.

1.3 Risks of applying IAS/IFRS norms in companies
The IFRS referential has some significant structural limits. First, it o!ers op-
portunity to manipulate accounting data, because of the room for interpretation

7Concerning fair-value application and accounting for hedges.
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allowed by the standards’ flexibility. It should prompt decision-makers to choose
the documented treatment reflecting the operation’s economic substance; how-
ever, they can just as well use their interpreting liberty to choose a treatment
straying from the economic substance – as long as they can convince the inter-
preters of its soundness. The IFRS create a di!erent reasoning. The question
will be to determine wether the investment will pay o! in the future, and the de-
preciation method will have to depend on how soon the asset’s financial profits
will be used. Moreover, the introduction of the component approach will force
accountants to use di!erent depreciation values between the components of one
tangible asset, in order to account for their respective time of use. Deprecia-
tion costs will not be fixed, and fixed assets management will force managers
to re-think every management tool. The whole management process must be
re-thought around the concept of “de-clustering” (division into sectors and Cash-
Flow Generating Units). Groups will have a certain amount of strategic choices,
but each one will need to be documented. A good quality of exchanges with the
auditors and the financial analyst will then become critical. Industrial Sector
definition will bring companies to make choices taking into account potential
competitive risks. This will be the case, for instance, with a listed company
with un-listed competitors. The application of IFRS will cause the creation
of an IFRS structure internal to the firm. This structure’s architecture and
management will have to be carefully thought over in order to allow conform
functioning.

In addition to these di"culties, the standards’ application could jeopardize
the comparability and viability principles of financial statement. As this nor-
mative approach leaves large room to interpretation, there is a risk of it being
applied di!erently over time. This could lead to reduced comparability, when
comparability is one of the major goals of the IASB and the financial community.
IFRS application could then lead to new evaluation di"culties. For instance,
the methods used to evaluate the value loss of goodwills (impairment test), as
well as the use of a mixed system for the evaluation principles (historical cost
vs. fair value), will lead to greater di"culties in comparing the assets of two
companies.

Another limit of the IFRS referential is the risk of added volatility of results,
through the use of fair-value for evaluating tangible and intangible assets. This
kind of evaluation is pushed by the financial markets, more driven by cash-flow8

than by evaluation – a phenomenon amplified by the “opinion market” (Char-
ron, 2004). Orléan (2004) puts this idea more formally: in radical uncertainty
situations, anticipations and preferences of the actors have no objective basis,
and behavior is polarized by mimesis. Financial markets may then be consid-
ered as a collective mechanism producing valuation – that is, a common opinion
on the company’s value, but not necessarily a “true” one. This limit brings up
a question: should accounting be responsible for fundamental or intrinsic cap-
ital evaluation, which is theoretically the financial markets’ role ? Moreover,

8It should be noted that brokers are generally renumerated by the movements e!ected on
titles.
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the real functioning of these markets, and its limits (strong volatility and cash
function’s domination over stock-valuation function, among others) show that
this fundamental evaluation space is often left to the financial statements.

More generally, there are two opposed functions of accounting : an evaluating
function, dominant in the IFRS referential, where the substance of operations
is more important than their form and where accounting must deliver pertinent
information for stock-exchange investors, and an account presentation function
privileging prudence over fair-value application and the viability principle over
the pertinence principle, allowing easier comparisons. The account-presentation
function has often been privileged, because it allowed creditors to form a prudent
evaluation of a company’s solvency.

At last, despite the accounting innovations introduced by the IFRS, these
standards, even in their concrete applications, will always have di"culties in
evaluating intangible assets – namely organisational intelligence and internally
developed knowledge and competences (Lazonick & O’Sullivan, 2001). The eval-
uations of these assets, which are often the most valuable, will have to be revised
each year depending to their constitutive element’s market value. These assets
will then no longer aim to incorporate or consolidate an integrated industrial
capability while taking into account competence building and the firm’s capac-
ity to innovate, create investment opportunities and modify its environmental
perception. The implementation of IFRS will bring a potential separability of
these elements, allowing the revelation of future products and of their value.
This evaluation methods sees a firm as a sum of saleable assets, with no added
value in their combination or implementation.

2 Financialization and needs for non-financial in-
formation

Financialization is a macroeconomic phenomenon privileging the shareholders’
role (especially the institutional investors’) in global economy. Their activism
and their weight in the companies’ economical choices is seen as the main factor
of instability in this new growth regime. The microeconomic consequence of
this financialization phenomenon is the need for better financial information,
that is supposed to guarantee more e"ciency from the financial markets. As
such, Corporate Governance is the framework traducing this pre-eminence of
actionarial value in companies. The main exigence of Corporate Governance is
transparency of financial information. This exigence originates in the agency
theory; its main concrete manifestation is the strive for a larger di!usion of
information, and a drive for its standardization in quantity (because it has to
be di!used to all actors in the same way) as well as in quality (the IFRS aim to
standardize this information to allow better comparability). According to W.
Crist (1997), “the pressure enforced by big pension funds on firm managements
for more transparency in accounting standards, complete information, indepen-
dent auditing, fluid communication with shareholders and others good-practice
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rules are nothing but a careful exercise of an owner’s responsibilities”.
The IFRS are an answer to the paradigmatic need for e"ciency of the finan-

cial markets. But in neglecting the intangible assets of the firm, and in largely
introducing the market’s fluctuations in its book-price, accounting modifies its
evaluation, risking to lose information (intern valuation of debts and claims
gives more information to the analysts than an external and public valuation).
Indeed, analysts use the financial management indicators provided by the firms
to judge of its economical performances (despite the possible manipulations of
financial results).

To analyse the impact of IFRS norms on investors information (and therefore
on their needs), we must understand the methods they use for buying and selling
decisions. The investor’s work is to sell a title when anticipating a drop in its
value, and buy when expecting a rise. They use evaluation models to guide
their choices. These models are use to make quick decisions while limiting
losses. They are adapted by their users, but are set on the same underlying
principles.

2.1 Decision-making tools on the financial markets
In deciding to buy or sell a title, investors use methods to anticipate the rise
or drop of its rate. These methods are based on di!erent principles. The
"fundamental’s method" is based on the evaluation of the firm’s "real" value,
and the "chartist method" uses the rate’s past evolutions. Each one of these
decision-making tools can be used either alone or combined with the other.

The fundamentalist decision-making model is based on the economical hy-
pothesis9 that the actors of the financial markets, by buying and selling titles,
ensure the coherence between the real and financial economical spheres; in other
words, between the firm’s value (called “fundamental value”) and its market
value, which is the stock price. In this model, agents buy actions of firms they
see as underestimated, and sell those they see as overestimated. To use this
decision model, the agent must have an idea of the company’s real value10.
This real value is estimated on the basis internal or external data: accounting
analysis and financial reports.

This evaluation can also be done by referring to past transactions: this model
takes a market price and transposes it to the concerned firm. These methods
will then try and find common characteristics between companies. For example,
observing that a given firm has sold for x time its turnover, the same coe"cient
will be applied to the evaluated company’s earnings. Other methods exist,
based on the cost/benefit ratio (C/B, or Price Earning Ratio). The underlying
hypothesis is that the rate measures the profit’s capitalization: it expresses the
“theoretical” rate of the title as a multiple of by-title benefit. A last method of

9The market e"ciency hypothesis. According to the economical model used, it is considered
either as strong or semi-strong. It is the cornerstone of fundamentalist evaluation, but its very
existence is heavily disputed (Cobbaut, 2004).

10These methods are described in depth by Batsch (1999), in his chapter concerning “com-
parative and patrimonial methods”.
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evaluation relies on the replacement value: the firm is evaluated by adding all its
assets. In the 80s in the USA, this method has brought a wave of buying firms
to sell them by “apartment”, that is by liquidating them by selling separately or
not every possible asset when the rate was under the sum of the asset’s value,
rather than wait for the rate to go up again.

The comparative method’s di"culties are caused by the firms’ specific char-
acteristics; the comparison changes with their times, places and activities. In
consequence, they can be used in combination with other methods aiming to
anticipate rate fluctuations. The patrimonial approach is not identical to strict
accounting evaluation; it sees firms as sums of independent assets. To evalu-
ate these assets, it must often use actuarial or comparative methods, or even
empirical studies based on witnessed market prices.

The stock’s ß is empirically deduced from observation made on the stock’s
price, its volatility and its rate variation. These models are widely used as
decision-making tools (Taddjedine, 1996). They are used to measure a share’s
specific risk: the ß coe"cient measures the risk taken by an investor when buying
or selling a share. It is the base of the control exerted by the bank (back o"ce)
on the financial decisions taken by the traders (front o"ce).

The main weakness of these models is their sensitivity to discontinuities re-
sulting from an exogenous and unanticipated event. Their predictive ability is
limited to an unchanging world. Their second weakness is that the ß coe"cient
is very di"cult to determine for a given firm. This explains why this model is
not used alone, but combined, for instance, with a fundamentalist model, allow-
ing for better appreciation of each company’s specificity, despite the di"culties
and the weaknesses of such an exercise. However, as long as the economic envi-
ronment is stable, and thanks partly to the auto-referential nature of financial
markets11, the chartist decision-making method is profitable; whether the past
prices of a title are a good indication of its future performances or not, if all
investors follow this decision-making model, they will all anticipate the same
evolution. For instance, if they anticipate the rise of a title, they will all buy it,
which will provoke its rise, fulfilling their prevision.

These decision-helping tools are largely used by all investors, in combination
with other means of information, such as survey or notes, external information
and market knowledge.

2.2 The means of non-financial evaluation
Outside the models used to anticipate the fluctuations of a title’s price, investors,
when making buying or selling decisions, use information from analysts, informal

11“These remarks will prompt us to highlight the autoreferential dimension of financial
markets. An autoreferential system is characterized by the fact that the norm of evaluation of
its di!erent constitutive elements is not an external one, as in a hetero-referential structure,
but the very product of the interaction of basic strategies. As a consequence, this norm of
evaluation is defined circularly. The average opinion is [...] then simultaneously the result
of individual anticipations and the object on which these expectations are based.” (Orléan,
1999).
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conversations, information about the global or sector-based economical context
and information from the firms themselves. (Galanti, 2006).

A company’s evaluation by investors is not done exclusively “distantly”: the
growing activity of stakeholders, linked with the long-term investments of pen-
sion funds, goes hand in hand with a growing control over the implementation
of the firm’s strategies. This control is based on information collecting, partic-
ularly through the “road shows”, meetings allowing investors to collect financial
and non-financial information from the company organising it. These huge com-
munication operations are consistent with the Corporate Governance principles.
The reason for these more in-depth investigation about the company’s middle-
and long-term strategies is that pension funds usually invest in companies for
between two and five years – not exactly a long-term investment, but not a short
one either. Pension funds don’t use speculative back-and-forths; they exert a
classical financial management, investing important sums for long periods of
time, making benefits in about 3 years in average. When a pension fund leaves
an company’s capital, it is generally replaced by another fund ; as a consequence,
it doesn’t destabilize the title.

These twice-a-year, quite starchy meetings are completed by face-to-face
meetings, evaluating an company’s strategy, usually led by the pension fund’s
analysts. From Morin (1999): “Fidelity, the world’s first tier manager, declared
to have visited 24.500 companies in the USA and 6500 in Europe. This type
of meeting is more than a classical evaluation and public information-research;
it shows a deep interest of the fund managers for the firms’ leaders. It seems
that the investors have, in that way at least, a will to know the company well
beyond what would be needed to implement a purely indicial method of asset
management”.

The sources of this information are many, as shown in a study by Mavrinac &
Siesfeld (1998). The significance of non-financial information sources are shown
here, rated from 1 to 7:

Source Mean score
Management presentations 5.54
Company filings 5.34
Sell-side analysts 4.82
Competitors 4.77
Business press 4.56
Company investor relations personnel 4.56
Customers 4.55
Buy-side analysts 4.53
Trade press 4.51
Informal networks 4.27
Independent ranking agencies 3.99
Industry trade associations 3.93
Online services 3.77

The variety of sources shows that institutional investors are ready to spend
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time and money for pertinent and reliable information. To see beyond what’s
given by the firms themselves through their accounts and end-of-year state-
ments, the investors question the firm leaders to know about their long-term
engagements. They aim to invest in enter prises whose durability and growth
are ensured. « The fund’s main investment criterion is the a"rmation of a
middle- and long-term, believable strategic project (a CEO once told me with a
smile that often, in road shows, representatives of Templeton or Fidelity could
be mistaken for syndicalists, because of their questions) (Morin, 1999). Investors
try to determine whether the leaders can be trusted to implement a long-term
strategy compatible with their interests, and they rely largely on non-financial
informations, which must be carefully weighed.

2.3 Non-financial factors and their importance to the in-
vestors

Mavrinac and Siesfeld’s investigation (1998) aimed to analyse the importance
of non-financial factors in the decision-making process of the actors in financial
markets, and to determine the more important sources of this type of informa-
tion. This study relies on a panel of 275 American portfolio managers (14%
of this profession), all types of financial institutions (pension funds, insurances,
banks) and analysis of 300 independent analyst’s reports. The importance of
non-financial information in decision-making brings interrogations about the in-
formation that are considered as having a significative importance in the final
decision. This study lists them by order of importance:
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The 39 specific non-financial criteria used most by sell-side analysts

Quality of management

Criterion Rank
Execution of Corporate Strategy 1
Quality of Corporate Strategy 3
Management Experience 7
Quality of Organizational Vision 16
CEO Leadership Style 24

Level of customer satisfaction

Criterion Rank
Customer satisfaction level 11
Repeat sales level 19
Number of customer complaints 32
Quality of customer service department 33

Strength of market position

Criterion Rank
Innovativeness 4
Market share 6
Brand image 13
Strength of marketing and advertising 21
Global capability 22

Quality of product and services

Criterion Rank
Quality of major business processes 10
Customer perceived quality 15
Product(/service) defect(/failure) rates 25
Product quality awards 35
Process quality awards 36

E!ectiveness of new product development

Criterion Rank
Research leadership 9
New product development e"ciency 14
New product development cycle time 17
% of revenues derived from new products 20

Strength of corporate culture

Criterion Rank
Ability to attract and retain talented people 5
Quality of workforce 18
Quality of incentive performnace system 23
Quality of employee training 28
Employee turnover rates 30
Evironmental and social policies 37
Use of employee teams 38

E!ectiveness of executive compensation policies

Criterion Rank
Alignement of compensation policies with shareholder interests 8
Perforance-based compensation policies 12
Ratio of CEO compensation to workforce compensation 39

Quality of investor communications

Criterion Rank
Management credibility 2
Accessibility of management 26
Quality of guidance 29
Knowledge and experience of investor relations contact 31
Quality of published materials 34

Source: Ernst &Young LLP, (1997)
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According to the portfolio managers that were questioned for this study,
non-financial information are important indicators, allowing them to evaluate
the intern workings of an company, as well as its application of the strategy.
When asked how important these factors were in their decision-making, for 25%
of them, non-financial information influenced more than 50% of the decision;
for 60% of them, it influenced between 20 and 50% of it. In average, 35% of the
investment decision is determined by non-financial decisions. The figure goes
up to 67% if including the company’s image in the non-financial data. (Greene,
1999 working on Mavrinac & Siesfield’s data).

This data is largely confirmed by Andrieux & Frotiée (1998) in their study
of the quantification of non-concrete elements in companies’ valuation:

The same study shows that some non-financial information is particularly
important for investors. Three out of five indicators considered important by
more than 90% of investors are financial, while five out of ten indicators impor-
tant for more than 80% of investors are non-financial.
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Significance of Financial (F) vs. Non-Financial (NF) indicators

Indicator F NF Significance
Market growth X 92%
Profit X 92%
Investment X 90%
New products X 90%
Cash flow X 90%
Strartegy X 86%
Products quality X 84%
Investment (R&D) X 84%
Production cost X 84%
Market share X 82%
Division results X 77%
Work productivity X 73%
Customer loyalty X 64%
Return on investment (R&D) X 61%
Intellectual property X 59%
Customer satisfaction X 57%
Industrial process quality X 55%

The diversity of factors considered important in the analysis of a company’s
economical situation shows that investors take into account a large number of
indicators in making asset management decisions. Non-financial information
allow the investors to go beyond a superficial analysis (limited by the filter of
accounting, even expert and technically sophisticated), by integrating strategic
and organisational elements and immaterial assets. The focalisation of fund
managers on short-term rentability is more social representation than fact; the
investor’s expectations cannot be summed up at a better return on investment
than average. The weight and diversity of big institutional investors would not
easily allow them too out-perform the market.

3 Conclusion: the necessity of non-financial in-
formation

The pressure put on firms by investors through road shows and investigations
indicates a search for information allowing them to control companies. This
pressure results from a growth of Corporate Governance demands, which leads
to a more important role of the information intended for the investors, notably
through accounting and audits. It is expressed by the investor’s will to evalu-
ate not only the financial value of the company through accounting, leading to
the evolution of accounting standards through the IFRS, but also by the de-
mand of additional information able to go beyond the limits of purely financial
information.

Indeed, an analysis’ performance depends not only on the quality of the pro-
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vided financial information, but also on non-financial knowledge. It has been
shown that an analysis’s precision, all things being equal, increases with the an-
alyst’s experience with the studied society, and decreases, all things being equal,
with the geographical and industrial diversity of the studied society (Mangot,
2005). The experience with the studied society results from a non-financial
knowledge of the company’s inner workings, through its previous decisions and
reactions. Likewise, information on the local or sector-based particularities
(which is also non-financial) make a di!erence in an analyst’s performance. If
non-financial analysis appears like a way to better an analyst’s precision, it can
also be the best means of prediction; in the case of quick-growing firms (recently
created or not), financial indicators are insu"cient to build an viable analysis.
In that case, non-financial indicators will better allow the analyst to give an
opinion about the company’s potentialities and inform investment decisions.

The IASB consultation concerning “management commentaries” in Octo-
ber 2005 ended in January 2007 and led IASB to launch a new step of its
rule-elaboration process. Despite a certain reluctance from the auditing and
accounting professionals (61% of them are against those “management commen-
taries” being added to the financial report, particularly because of the risks of
this document’s certification, even if the German example shows that it is pos-
sible). IASB is conscient of the importance of building a report’s framework
to obtain more precise financial information. Thus, quite paradoxically, the
tendency towards financialization of the economical information that seemed
to begin with the adoption of the IFRS leads, because it aims to better the
financial market’s e"ciency, to increase the value of non-financial information,
and consequently to increase the value of strategical elements that do not di-
rectly impact the short-term return on investment of the title. (Boyer (2002)
shows the negative impact of redundancies on stock-market and economical per-
formances). Numerous studies show that the coherence between financial and
non-financial information obtained from specific reports filed in financial reports
is the more useful for investors in making good decisions in their middle- and
long-term portfolio management. (Clinch & Magliolo (1992); Lajili & Zéghal
(2005); Bryan (1997); Cole & Jones (2004)).
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